
17. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND ERROR ANALYSIS 

17.7-1 A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL PRECIS-
ION FROM CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA. By Frank H. Allen and 
Michael J. Doyle, Crystallographic Data Centre,University 
Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield Road, Cambridge, England. 

The use of the Cam~ridge Structural Database (CSD) for 
systematic analyses of related structures is now a common 
research technique. Usually only the more precise struct
ures are selected for this purpose. Current versions of 
CSD record only the R-faclor and an AS flag as indic~tors 
of precision : AS records the mean esd of C-C bonds (ff) 
as AS=1 for~ up-to 0.005A, 2 for 0.0051-0.010, 3 for 
0.0101-0.030, 4 for 0.0301+. Unfortunately a significant 
number of papers (16%) do not report relevant esd's and 
AS=D; furthermore the range initially chosen (in 1970) 
for AS=3 is somewhat too ~road. Observation shows that 
many simple orgc:nics have rr in the range 0.0101-0.015A 
and would be acceptable in many projects, whilst values 
of~= 0.02-0.03A may be less desirable. 

The R-AS relc:tionship for 33,448 entries from CSD (no 
di.sorder, error- free coordinates available) is sc:mmarized 
in the Table. ~e have also examined the variaticn of R 
and AS with : nc. of non-H atoms, presence of H ES a %age 
of scattering mEtter, maximum atomic number (Zmax), and 
an r.m.s. atomic ~umber normalized to carbon (Z') where 
Z' = (~Z'/n.Zc') 2 , and n=no. of non-H atoms and Zc=6. 
The work shows that AS may be expressed as a Funclion uf 
R and either Zmax cr-z• for predictive purposes designed 
to inl0 lll AS = 0 er.tries. 

Since 1985, however, individ"~l coordinote esd's have 
been input to CSD. Values of If (in A) have been calcula
ted for 4317 entries and a plot of~ vs R for f~ve ranges 
of Zmax is illus:rated belGw. Regressions of the form : 
rr = a + bR + c(Zmax) anc ~ = a + b.R.Z' have been calcul
ated. The-latter equation yields predicted values (~') 
which differ from trby an average of 0.003A : a mean %age 
discrepancy of ca. 37%. Tnese results appear adequate 
for infilling AS=D, and for an approximate subdivision 
of AS=3. The analysis is continuing, however, with the 
inclusion of the ratio : N(reflexions) I N(parameters) in 
the least-squares refinement. These values are not avai
lable in CSD, but are being input as an additional regre
ssion_parameter for a representative sample of entries. 

Table Distribution of AS (as ~6age of Nent) in R-ranges 

R-range(~o) AS= DUol 1 ( ~0) 2 ( ~') 3 ( ~6) 4(~6) Nent 
1 .0-4.0 13 38 32 16 1 8739 
4.1-).0 14 30 32 22 2 7890 
5.1-6.0 16 18 32 29 4 6130 
6.1-8.0 19 8 27 36 8 7089 
8.1-12.0 24 4 16 40 17 3600 
overall 16.2 22.) 29.4 26.5 5.3 33448 

Figure Plot of u vs R for five ranges of Zmax. 
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